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Abstract 28 

The light environment influences an animal’s ability to forage, evade 29 

predators, and find mates, and consequently is known to drive local adaptation of 30 

visual systems. However, the light environment may also vary over fine spatial scales 31 

at which genetic adaptation is difficult. For instance, in aquatic systems the available 32 

wavelengths of light change over a few meters depth. Do animals plastically adjust 33 

their visual system to such small-scale environmental light variation? Here, we show 34 

that in threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus), opsin gene expression (an 35 

important determinant of colour vision) changes over a 2-meter vertical gradient in 36 

nest depth. By experimentally altering the light environment using light filters to 37 

cover enclosures in a lake, we found that opsin expression can be adjusted on a short 38 

time frame (weeks) in response to the local light environment. This is to our 39 

knowledge the smallest spatial scale on which visual adjustments through opsin 40 

expression have been recorded in a natural setting along a continuously changing light 41 

environment.      42 
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Introduction 43 

Sensory systems are important for fitness as they allow an individual to 44 

monitor and respond to its local environment (Endler 1991). Due to the importance of 45 

sensory systems, such as vision, for foraging efficiency, predator detection and mate 46 

choice, senses are predicted to adapt to spatial differences in the sensory environment, 47 

either through changes in genotype frequency or through plasticity. Adjustments of 48 

the visual system have been found to take place at different processing stages, from 49 

the retina where the initial capture of photons takes place, to the neurological response 50 

initiated, and finally to how these stimuli are processed by the brain (Webster 2015). 51 

Despite awareness of the diversity of ways vision adjusts to the environment, 52 

relatively little is known about how the visual system adjusts to differences in light 53 

environments at a small spatial scale within an organism’s natural environment. This 54 

is not surprising as most neurological studies are very hard to conduct under natural 55 

conditions. In this paper, we focus on one visual adjustment that can be studied under 56 

natural conditions, the differential expression of opsin genes (which influences visual 57 

sensitivity), to a naturally occurring light gradient experienced by the threespine 58 

stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus). 59 

The ambient light environment is a key determinant of the performance of the 60 

visual system, as it determines photon availability across the wavelength spectrum. 61 

This in turn directly affects visual functions such as the ability to see contrast and 62 

detect predators, prey and sexual partners. Consequently, populations inhabiting 63 

locations with different light conditions often evolve divergent visual characteristics 64 

(Fuller et al. 2005; Cummings 2007; Ryan & Cummings 2013). The resulting visual 65 

adaptation leads to correlations between organisms’ spectral sensitivity and aspects of 66 
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their local light environment; this pattern is frequently found in fishes (Lythgoe et al. 67 

1994; Cummings & Partridge 2001; Carleton et al. 2005; Rennison et al. 2016).  68 

Local adaptation of the visual system is generally documented at a fairly broad 69 

spatial scale, for example between allopatric populations exposed to unique light 70 

environments (e.g., tannin stained vs clear water) (Fuller et al. 2005). However, light 71 

environments can vary over quite small spatial scales (e.g., sunspots in a forest) 72 

(Mollon 1989; Endler & Thery 1996). This is especially true for aquatic 73 

environments, where some wavelengths of light are more rapidly attenuated than 74 

others as they pass through the water column. The wavelengths most affected depend 75 

upon the type and abundance of dissolved organic solutes or suspended particulates 76 

within a water body (Lythgoe 1979; Kirk 1994; Sabbah et al. 2011). This differential 77 

filtering of wavelengths along a depth gradient makes it well suited to the study of 78 

fine scale adjustment to different light environments.  79 

Individuals of many fish species easily travel along light gradients over short 80 

time scales (even within seconds), especially in shallower water where light changes 81 

markedly across a couple of meters. For animals to adjust their visual system to shifts 82 

in the local light environment, individuals must inhabit different light environments 83 

(e.g., different water depths) for sufficient time relative to the speed of plasticity. 84 

Some visual changes (e.g., pupil dilation) occur on the scale of seconds; such 85 

adjustments allow acclimation to fast-changing light conditions. However, changes in 86 

opsin gene expression are slower-acting and vary diurnally or over a series of days 87 

(e.g., Johnson et al. 2013). Thus, for many mobile animals, adjustment of visual gene 88 

expression to fine-scale variation in light environment may not be possible. In 89 

stickleback, we know that individuals can remain more strictly associated with 90 

particular depths and in doing so are exposed to distinct light regimes; male 91 
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stickleback build and guard nests at depths between 0.5 and 3 meters in lakes where 92 

the light environment changes markedly across this depth gradient. Although males 93 

may move up and down the water column above their nest, shallow- versus deep-94 

nesting males are exposed to different light environments for extended periods of time 95 

while they tend to their nest and raise their young (McPhail 1994; Vines & Schluter 96 

2006; Snowberg & Bolnick 2012; personal observations). We hypothesised that male 97 

stickleback inhabiting different depths have adjusted their visual system to their 98 

respective light environment. To test this hypothesis, we quantified opsin gene 99 

expression and used these measures of expression to estimate the absorbance of light 100 

(photons) for males found along a natural depth gradient. We focused our efforts on 101 

opsin genes because opsin proteins are found in retinal rod and cone cells and mediate 102 

the absorbance of photons and thus are essential for both light detection and image 103 

formation. Previous work in stickleback (Rennison et al. 2016) and other fishes (e.g., 104 

Fuller et al. 2005) has shown that opsin expression can respond to differences in 105 

ambient light. We then asked whether expression and absorbance covary predictably 106 

with the light environment.  107 

Changes in opsin expression have previously been found to have a genetic 108 

determination in some systems (e.g., Hofmann et al. 2010; Rennison et al. 2016) but 109 

are a result of phenotypic plasticity in others (e.g., Fuller et al. 2005). Changes in 110 

opsin expression along a fine scale spatial gradient could be genetically determined if 111 

individuals choose the depth at which they live based on their spectral phenotype or 112 

another correlated trait (habitat matching). Alternatively, non-heritable changes in 113 

absorbance could underlie these differences if individuals exploit phenotypic 114 

plasticity to rapidly adjust their visual system to a local light environment through 115 

differential expression of opsins. To test whether light environment causes plastic 116 
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changes in opsin expression and absorbance, we conducted an enclosure experiment 117 

using light filters to mimic light environments at different depths. Individuals were 118 

transplanted to light treatment enclosures that were installed within the lake. We 119 

quantified opsin expression and estimated absorbance for each individual after 24 120 

days of exposure. We tested for expression differences between the sexes as the 121 

literature is contradictory whether the sexes differ in their visual sensitivity (Cronly-122 

Dillon & Sharma 1968; Boulcott & Braithwaite 2007). 123 

 124 

Methods 125 

Sample collection 126 

In June and early July 2014, we collected 16 males nesting along a depth 127 

gradient (0.32 to 2.47 m) in Gosling Lake (50°04’03.2”N, 125°30’20.7”W) on 128 

Vancouver Island, British Columbia, Canada, to quantify their opsin expression. This 129 

location was chosen because earlier work has revealed a consistent gradual change of 130 

the light environment across a ~2 m depth gradient within this lake, and a 131 

corresponding cline in male nuptial coloration (Brock et al. submitted). Nesting males 132 

were collected by snorkelers using dip-nets. We targeted nesting males because 133 

during the nesting season they stay in close proximity to their nest (personal 134 

observations and Snowberg & Bolnick (2012)) and hence would potentially have the 135 

opportunity to plastically adapt their spectral sensitivity to the local light environment. 136 

Captured fish were measured (standard length) and weighed, then euthanized in MS-137 

222. Both eyes were immediately removed, placed in RNAlater (Qiagen, Netherlands) 138 

and subsequently frozen.  139 

 140 

Experimental design  141 
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We designed an experiment to test whether opsin expression at different 142 

depths was plastic and changed in response to differences in the ambient light 143 

environment. To isolate the effect of light from other covariates of depth (e.g., diet 144 

(Snowberg & Bolnick 2012)) we constructed enclosures at a single depth. Forty metal 145 

mesh enclosures of approximately 1.5 m by 1.5 m square were built in shallow water 146 

(~0.5 m deep in the middle of the enclosure) along Gosling Lake’s northern shoreline 147 

(50° 04' 04.2"N, 125° 30' 23.8"W). These enclosures were arranged as 20 adjacent 148 

pairs to control for spatial heterogeneity. Within each pair, one cage was assigned a 149 

‘shallow’ light treatment and the other a ‘deep’ treatment. Each cage was wrapped 150 

with light filters (LEE Filters www.leefilters.com) that were chosen to mimic the side-151 

welling irradiance at depths of either 0.5 m (#278 Eight Plus Green Filter with 0.15 152 

ND) or 1.8 m (#213 White Flame Green Filter with heat shield, 0.9 trans). From here 153 

on ‘irradiance’ refers to side-welling irradiance unless stated otherwise. The filters 154 

covered the top of each cage and the sides of the cages from above the water’s surface 155 

down to roughly 10 cm underwater. We used the side-welling irradiance from Brock 156 

et al. (submitted) to choose the most suitable colour filters by minimising the squared 157 

difference of the irradiance at depth 0.5 or 2 m and the irradiance of the LEE filters as 158 

provided by the manufacturer across the wavelength spectrum. The neutral density 159 

(0.15 ND) and heat shield filters were added to equalize the photon flux in both cages. 160 

This was done so that any differences in opsin expression found between light 161 

treatments would be attributable to the spectral composition, and not depth or photon 162 

flux (overall brightness). However, when quantifying the match between irradiance in 163 

the two treatment cages with the irradiance measured along the depth gradient it 164 

turned out that our intended shallow treatment best matched the natural light at 1.5 m 165 

depth and our deep treatment resembled 2.2 m (see Online Supplementary Material). 166 
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While we did simulate light environments at different depths, they only spanned a 0.7 167 

m range instead of the intended 1.2 m range and we therefore refer to the two 168 

treatments as medium and deep from now on. 169 

At the start of the experiment, we introduced one randomly selected male into 170 

each cage and one gravid female later the same day. We only used reproductively 171 

active individuals (i.e., nesting males and gravid females) to make sure we stocked 172 

each cage with one male and one female. All individuals were captured by dip net, in 173 

up to 2.5 m deep water. All cages were checked after eight days and missing 174 

individuals (died or escaped) were replaced. A total of 15 females and seven males 175 

were replaced. In half of the cages extra stickleback had entered the cage (one (eight 176 

times), two (once), four (once)). Intruders were successfully identified by comparing 177 

the body length of all fish in the cage with the measurements of fish initially 178 

introduced into the cage. All cages were thoroughly checked for holes at this stage 179 

and adjusted where needed. After 24 days, 27 females and 29 males were re-trapped, 180 

measured, euthanized and had their eyes extracted and stored for quantification of 181 

opsin expression. (Note that not all individuals had been exposed to the light 182 

treatment for the full 24 days.) Individuals were trapped in quick succession within 183 

each cage and sequentially for each adjacent pair of cages to avoid a potential effect 184 

of time of day on opsin expression within a cage pair comparison.  185 

 186 

Ambient light environment 187 

We collected the side-welling irradiance along the natural depth gradient to 188 

validate the previously described irradiance gradient (Brock et al. submitted) and took 189 

irradiance measures in the experimental cages to test the effectiveness of our light 190 

manipulation. Measures were taken in triplicate just above and below the surface, and 191 
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at 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 m depths along the natural gradient. The light levels were 192 

measured at three locations offshore from where the cages were set-up, close to where 193 

the fish were caught. We measured down-, and side-welling (probe facing towards the 194 

shore) irradiance at 1 nm intervals using an EPP200C UV-VIS spectrometer coupled 195 

to a UV-NIR cosine receptor. The initial irradiance measurements (W/m2) were 196 

translated into μE m−2 s−1 using a LI-COR Optical Radiation Calibrator (model 1800-197 

02) calibration lamp. The irradiance measures were subsequently normalized (integral 198 

is 1) so that the total available light between measurements and locations was the 199 

same, hereby focussing our analyses on differences in the shape of the light spectrum. 200 

 201 

Opsin expression and absorbance 202 

Stickleback have four cone opsin genes: short-wavelength sensitive 1 (SWS1: 203 

𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 365 - 382 nm); short-wavelength sensitive 2 (SWS2: 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 434 - 441 nm); 204 

middle-wavelength sensitive (RH2: 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 514 - 546 nm) and long-wavelength 205 

sensitive (LWS: 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 566 - 638 nm) (Rowe et al. 2004; Rennison et al. 2012; 206 

Flamarique et al. 2013). We measured the relative abundance of mRNAs for each of 207 

these four opsin genes. Prior to RNA extraction, the left and right eyes from each fish 208 

were pooled and homogenized using a carbide bead in a Retsch mm 400 Mixer Mill 209 

(Haan, Germany). Total RNA was extracted from the homogenate using the AurumTM 210 

Total RNA Fatty and Fibrous Tissue kit (BioRad®), which included a DNase I 211 

incubation step. The concentration and purity of the extracted RNA was assessed on a 212 

NanoDrop® Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). Synthesis of cDNA was 213 

accomplished using the iScriptTM cDNA Synthesis Kit (Bio-Rad®); 200 ng of RNA 214 

from each sample was used as the input for the cDNA synthesis reaction. The 215 

resulting cDNA was diluted 1:100 in ultra-pure water for the RT-qPCR analysis.  216 
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 The probe and primer sequences used for RT-qPCR were designed using 217 

sequences from the stickleback genome (Jones et al. 2012) and are reported in Online 218 

Supplementary Material Table 1. For each gene, one of the primers and/or the RT-219 

qPCR probe spanned an intron, to avoid amplification of genomic DNA. Integrated 220 

DNA Technologies (Iowa, USA) synthesized the primers and probes. We used 221 

PrimeTime® qPCR 5’ Nuclease Assays which had a double-quenched probe with 5’ 222 

6-FAMTM dye, internal ZENTM and 3’ Iowa Black® FQ Quencher.  223 

 The RT-qPCR analysis was done on a BioRad®IQ5 machine (BioRad, 224 

California USA). The polymerase used was the SsoAdvanced Universal Probes 225 

Supermix (BioRad®) in a 25 μl reaction and the reactions were run in 96-well plates 226 

(Fisher, Massachusetts USA). The plates were sealed using optical sealing tape 227 

(BioRad®). Well-factors were collected from each of the experimental plates. 228 

Reactions were run in duplicate or triplicate. No-reverse transcription and no-template 229 

controls were included for every run. These controls consistently yielded no 230 

amplification. RT-qPCR conditions were:1 cycle at 95 ℃ for 3 minutes; 40 cycles of 231 

95℃ for 10 seconds and 60 ℃ for 30 seconds. We used a standardized luminance 232 

threshold value of 50 to calculate CT values.  233 

Equation 1 was used to calculate the PCR efficiencies (E) for each of the 234 

primer pairs.   235 

 𝐸 =  𝑒−𝛽 − 1       (1),   236 

where the slope (𝛽) is determined from a linear least squares regression fit to critical 237 

threshold (Ct) data from a cDNA dilution series (1:10, 1:50, 1:100, 1:500, 1:1000).  238 

When considering colour vision, one informative metric is the expression of 239 

each opsin gene relative to the total opsin levels present in the retina (Fuller & 240 

Claricoates 2011). We prefer this measurement as it has been shown to be best for 241 
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making inferences about colour vision capacity, whereas expression relative to a 242 

house keeping (control) gene is more useful for looking at differential regulation of 243 

each opsin gene (Fuller and Claricoates 2011). The estimates of the initial amount of 244 

gene transcript (𝑇𝑖) were calculated for each individual (𝑖) using equation 2, where 𝐸 245 

is the PCR efficiency for a given gene calculated from equation 1 and 𝐶𝑡 is the critical 246 

threshold for fluorescence.    247 

  𝑇𝑖 =  
1

(1+𝐸)𝐶𝑖
       (2) 248 

For each individual, we summed the opsin gene expression across the four cone opsin 249 

genes and estimated the proportion of total expression for each gene. This provided a 250 

measure of relative gene expression.  251 

Opsin expression is one of many steps linking the perception of photons of 252 

light to behavioural responses. Opsin expression has been shown convincingly to 253 

correlate with colour discriminatory behaviour (Smith et al., 2012) and can provide 254 

valuable new insights into visual ecology. However the molecular basis of variable 255 

opsin expression and its ecological function is unknown; it could be due to 256 

upregulation of expression in each cell, or more dense opsin packing or differences in 257 

optical density. In attempt to further understand the biological implication of changes 258 

in opsin expression we used expression to generate a surrogate phenotypic estimate of 259 

spectral absorbance (previously referred to as spectral sensitivity in Rennison et al. 260 

(2016)). We combined our relative opsin expression estimates with published non-261 

linear absorbance templates (from Govardovskii et al. 2000) and used empirical 262 

estimates of the wavelength of maximum absorbance for each opsin gene (Flamarique 263 

et al. 2013) to derive the normalised absorbance of each opsin across the visible light 264 

spectrum. Combining the absorbance of the four opsins yielded an individual’s 265 

combined absorbance curve. To calculate absorbance the ratio of A1 to A2 266 
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chromophores in visual pigments is needed, but we lack this information for the 267 

Gosling population. Earlier work in fish has shown that the ratio can vary between 268 

completely A1 to completely A2 (Toyama et al. 2008) and that A2 chromophore 269 

domination is common for tannin stained lakes (e.g., (Flamarique et al. 2013). As 270 

Gosling has relatively clear water, we chose an equal contribution of both 271 

chromophores when calculating the absorbance and validated these results by 272 

analyzing the only A1 and only A2 chromophore scenarios. 273 

Translating opsin expression into a ‘visual sensitivity phenotype’ comes with 274 

some severe caveats. Besides the assumption of A1 to A2 chromophores ratios, the 275 

above approach also assumes that the mRNA and opsin protein concentrations are 276 

equivalent and that normalised expression is informative for color perception (see 277 

Smith et al. 2012 for justification of this assumption). It furthermore assumes that the 278 

inputs of cone cells expressing the different opsin genes are equivalent in magnitude. 279 

Nonetheless, we believe it is useful to calculate the absorbance as it can provide a hint 280 

of what the biological effect might be and allows comparison with other studies, of 281 

which some have shown a strong and consistent relationships with ambient light 282 

suggesting this metric (in stickleback) is biologically informative (Rennison et al. 283 

2016)). 284 

 285 

Relationship between opsin expression and depth along the natural gradient. 286 

We quantified the light at a given depth by calculating the cumulative area 287 

under the irradiance curve for the green-orange part of the spectrum (501 - 600 nm), 288 

and dividing this by the cumulative area for the UV part of the spectrum (301 - 400 289 

nm) (sensu Brock et al. submitted). This ratio was regressed against water depth in a 290 

linear mixed-model, lme4 (Bates et al. 2015, and lmerTest packages (Kuznetsova et 291 
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al. 2016) in R (R Development Core Team 2016) with the location of the 292 

measurement (three depth gradient replicates) as a random effect.  293 

We tested for a relationship between depth and expression in two steps. First 294 

we used a principle component analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensionality and used 295 

the PCs that cumulatively capture >95% of the variance. Subsequently, we conducted 296 

a linear regression on each PC to test for an effect of depth and/or time of day. Time 297 

of day was included to control for changes of expression throughout the day as found 298 

in killifish (Johnson et al. 2013). Model reduction was based on a sequential 299 

likelihood ratio test as implemented in the drop1 function in R. In the second step, a 300 

linear regression was performed for each opsin in isolation, with opsin gene 301 

expression as the response variable and depth and/or time of day as the explanatory 302 

variable. Only the significant explanatory variables from the PCA were included. 303 

Because we calculated expression of each opsin as a proportion of total opsin 304 

expression, our data are considered ‘sum constrained’ (i.e. if one opsin is up-305 

regulated, the mean of the expression of other three has to go down). To account for 306 

this characteristic of the data we also analyzed our data using an ln-ratio 307 

transformation (Aitchison 1986; Kucera & Malmgren 1998) to validate our results. 308 

We focus on the non-transformed data as interpretation of the results is much easier, 309 

and results are quantitatively similar between the transformed and non-transformed 310 

datasets. 311 

We calculated the absorbance across the wavelength spectrum for each 312 

individual, but our sample size did not allow us to directly compare the sensitivity of 313 

individuals collected at the extremes of the depth gradient. We therefore used the 314 

predicted opsin expression at the extremes of the depth range from the linear model 315 

described above to calculate the spectral sensitivity of fish at the deep and shallow 316 
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ends of the gradient and visually compared these two sensitivity curves. This allowed 317 

us to interpret the functional consequences of the observed difference in opsin 318 

expression across the range of nest depths.  319 

 320 

Opsin expression in the experiment  321 

In the first step, we analysed whether opsin expression differed between the 322 

two treatments for each opsin using a mixed-effects model with enclosure (cage) pair 323 

as a random effect to control for potential heterogeneity along the shoreline and effect 324 

of time of day (fish from paired cages being collected in quick succession). We 325 

included sex and a sex-treatment interaction to the full model because previous work 326 

suggested that males were slightly more sensitive to shorter wavelengths (Cronly-327 

Dillon & Sharma 1968; but see Boulcott & Braithwaite 2007). We employed analysis 328 

of deviance for model reduction and only included a term in the final model if it 329 

contributed significantly to the variance explained for the dependent variable (using 330 

the ANOVA function in R). The order of terms tested during model reduction was 331 

based on p values (high values first). 332 

To help interpret the results of our experiment in terms of the natural light 333 

gradient, we identified the depths along the gradient for which the irradiance best 334 

matched the irradiance from each of the filter treatments. To increase our precision, 335 

we interpolated irradiance measures for 0.1 m intervals using locally weighted 336 

polynomial regressions as implemented in the LOEWESS function in R, applied to 337 

each wavelength. This provided an estimate of the spectral composition at 0.1m depth 338 

increments. We then compared the irradiance measured in each cage to each natural 339 

depth. Specifically, we calculated the squared difference between the irradiance in the 340 

cage (the effect of the filter plus the water) and the irradiance at different depths along 341 
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the natural light gradient (only effect of water). The depth with the lowest squared 342 

difference represents the best match within a given treatment.  343 

We then used a bootstrap routine to test whether the irradiance differed 344 

significantly between the two cage light treatments. We first performed a wavelength-345 

by-wavelength linear model analysis to obtain a F-value for the differences between 346 

the irradiance measured in each treatment. We used the sum of F-values across the 347 

spectrum as our test statistic. To obtain a null-distribution, we used a permutation test 348 

(10,000 iterations), which redistributed the cage irradiance measurements randomly to 349 

a treatment and allowed us to obtain a p-value for our sensitivity comparison (North, 350 

BV et al. 2002). Next, we calculated the normalised absorbance for each individual 351 

using its opsin expression data and tested whether absorbance differed between the 352 

two treatments, using a bootstrapping routine as described above but replacing 353 

irradiance with the absorbance of individuals. 354 

If relative levels of opsin expression are plastic, we predicted that fish that 355 

were moved from an initially shallow depth to a deep-like light environment would 356 

show a greater change in opsin expression (compared to other shallow nesting males), 357 

than fish moved from a deep nest into a deep-like light environment. To quantify the 358 

magnitude of the change in opsin gene expression for individuals, we compared their 359 

predicted absorbance at the beginning of the experiment to their estimated absorbance 360 

(using their opsin expression data) at the end of the experiment. We predicted the 361 

expression of these individuals at the beginning of the experiment using the depth at 362 

which they were collected at and the linear model from the natural depth gradient. 363 

This gave us an estimate of the extent to which individuals’ opsin expression may 364 

have changed, assuming their pre-experiment expression followed the estimated 365 

regression trend for wild-caught fish. This assumption is necessary because opsin 366 
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expression requires destructive sampling and so cannot be obtained both pre- and 367 

post-experiment using the same fish. We then regressed the inferred change of 368 

expression (predicted expression upon capture – expression at the end of the 369 

experiment) against the change of depth (depth of capture – depth of treatment light 370 

environment). If plasticity of opsin expression is strong we expect a positive 371 

correlation between the change in depth and the change in opsin expression or 372 

sensitivity. To test this, we used a linear model with change of expression as the 373 

response variable and change of depth as the explanatory variable focusing on the 374 

males of the experiment only (as only males were collected along the natural depth 375 

gradient).   376 

 377 

Results 378 

Natural depth gradient 379 

Changes in irradiance  380 

The spectral composition of irradiance changed with depth (slope = 0.830 381 

(0.146 SE), df = 52, t = 5.691, p < 0.001). The trend indicates that longer wavelengths 382 

are more heavily represented as depth increases (i.e. short wavelengths were filtered 383 

out). This depth gradient is quantitatively comparable to depth gradients found in 384 

three separate years by Brock et al. (submitted).  385 

Opsin expression differences  386 

The first and second principle components (PCs) combined explained more 387 

than 99.9% of the variance in opsin expression (Table 1). Based on the likelihood 388 

ratio test, neither depth (p = 0.488) nor time (p = 0.186) contributed substantially to 389 

explaining PC1, but depth (p = 0.030) was maintained in the final model for PC2 390 
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(time: p = 0.962). SWS1 has the strongest loading on PC2, followed by LWS, RH2 391 

and SWS2 (Table 1).  392 

In analyzing each opsin separately, we only tested the effect of depth because 393 

time had no significant contribution to either PC1 or PC2. The expression of SWS1 394 

had a significant negative covariance with depth for SWS1 (Fig. 1 and Table 2), 395 

suggesting that males become less sensitive to shorter wavelengths with increasing 396 

depth. The other three opsins did not covary significantly with depth (Fig. 1 and Table 397 

2). The analyses with the ln-transformed data show similar results, but SWS1 turned 398 

non-significant (see Online Supplementary Material 2).  399 

To estimate absorbance, we used the linear models to first predict opsin 400 

expression at extreme ends of the natural gradient, 0.32 m and 2.47 m, and 401 

subsequently calculated the absorbance of predicted expression phenotypes at these 402 

depths (Fig. 2A). As we lack proper sample sizes on the extreme ends of the depth 403 

gradient to conduct a formal statistical test, we visually evaluated the data. We see 404 

this approach as an exploratory analysis to help inform future work. Deep fish showed 405 

a small decrease in absorbance in the shorter part of the wavelength range and an 406 

increase of absorbance in the mid range relative to the shallow fish (Fig. 2B).  407 

 408 

Differences in opsin expression in the experiment 409 

We next assessed the effects of the light treatment (estimates are relative to the 410 

deep treatment), sex (estimates are relative to females) and their interaction using 411 

linear mixed-effects models. We find that individuals in the medium depth treatment 412 

had significantly higher RH2 expression and lower LWS expression relative to deep 413 

treatment (Fig. 3 and Table 3). The expression of SWS1 and SWS2 were not 414 

significantly affected by the treatment. In summary, the light treatment changed the 415 
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expression of opsins that affect the mid to long wavelength range mostly. Significant 416 

differences in SWS1 were found between the sexes with lower expression for males 417 

(Fig. 3 and Table 3). All other opsins showed no significant differences between the 418 

sexes. The interaction between treatment and sex was only significant for SWS2 with 419 

males having lower expression in medium depth treatment and higher in the deep 420 

treatment compared to females (Fig. 3 and Table 3). The results of the ln-421 

transformation were qualitatively similar but non-significant, except for the 422 

interaction between treatment and sex for SWS2 (see Online Supplementary Table 4). 423 

The differences in opsin expression were subsequently used to estimate the 424 

light wavelength absorbances of each individual. The absorbances of the two 425 

treatment groups were not statistically different based on a permutation test (p = 426 

0.079, Fig. 4A; for chromophore ratios fixed for A1, p = 0.089, and fixed for A2, p = 427 

0.119). Figure 4B shows that the absorbance differences were most pronounced in the 428 

mid and long wavelengths regions, as predicted from the opsin expression results. 429 

 430 

Small differences in magnitude of plasticity among treatments 431 

The opsin expression differences between the two treatments indicate that 432 

expression can respond on short time scales (weeks) to the local light environment. 433 

We tested if we could detect this as a positive correlation between change of depth 434 

(depth of capture – depth of light treatment) and change of opsin expression 435 

(predicted opsin expression at depth of capture – measured opsin expression after 436 

experiment). We found suggestive evidence for this trend in males in SWS2 (females 437 

do not have a clearly defined depth of capture, so we could not impute their expected 438 

pre-experiment expression). The change of SWS2 showed a positive (but not 439 

statistically significant) relationship with change in depth (Fig. 5 and Table 4). In 440 
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other words, fish originating in shallow water but transplanted into a light treatment 441 

mimicking the deeper habitat (negative depth change) had a weak decrease in SWS2 442 

expression and thus reduced sensitivity to the mid-low wavelength range. There was 443 

no significant relationship for the other genes (Fig 5. and Table 4).  444 

 445 

Discussion 446 

Sensory systems can be tuned to different types and intensities of stimuli. We 447 

provide evidence that, in nature, the visual system adjusts to heterogeneity in the light 448 

environment at remarkably small spatial scales, on the order of meters. As far as we 449 

are aware, this is amongst the smallest scales on which visual adjustment has been 450 

found in nature, although the magnitude of the effect is small. 451 

 452 

Natural light gradient 453 

The side-welling light environment in Gosling Lake becomes enriched for 454 

longer wavelengths (greens, yellows and oranges) with increasing depth along a 2 455 

meter depth gradient. We find a corresponding change in expression of SWS1 opsins 456 

along this gradient in the resident population of threespine stickleback. Individuals at 457 

the deep end of the gradient have lower absorbance across the shorter wavelengths 458 

and elevated absorbance across mid-wavelengths relative to individuals inhabiting the 459 

shallow end of the depth gradient. Male stickleback nesting at deeper sites had 460 

elevated absorbance broadly matching the available light. These differences in 461 

absorbance were found across a very fine spatial scale.  462 

Previous work has documented spatial covariance between ambient light and 463 

visual system properties, but at much larger spatial or taxonomic scales. Most 464 

examples entail visual differences between allopatric populations or even different 465 
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species (e.g., Cummings & Partridge 2001; Fuller et al. 2005). Differences in 466 

absorbance have been described between Lake Victoria cichlid species occupying 467 

habitats differing by 4-8 m in depth (Seehausen et al. 2008). However this is still a 468 

much greater spatial difference than what we describe here. In cichlids, the LWS-469 

driven adaptation (affecting absorbance of longer wavelengths) contrasts with our 470 

results, in which changes mostly involved SWS1 (absorbing shorter wavelengths). 471 

These contrasting results could be attributed to differences in the local light 472 

environments of the respective study systems, as these water bodies likely differ in 473 

dissolved solutes.  474 

Here we show that differences in absorbance that correspond to the 475 

environment can occur within a population. Our experimental work using enclosures 476 

(discussed below) provided further support for this idea that that light environment is 477 

an important factor influence small scale shifts in phenotype. However, as 478 

temperature has been shown to effect opsin expression in butterflies (Macias-Muñoz 479 

et al. 2015), we cannot exclude a role of of this factor in our study, as it likely 480 

covaries to some degree with water depth. Although typically we find negligible shifts 481 

in water temperature over the vertical depth range examined in this study (Bolnick, 482 

unpublished data), the thermocline in Gosling Lake occurs much deeper than the 483 

range of nest depths surveyed here. Regardless of the causal mechanism, phenotypic 484 

variation along small geographical scales may be more common than previously 485 

appreciated and may play an important role in maintaining genetic and phenotypic 486 

diversity (Richardson et al. 2014; Langin et al. 2015; Anderson et al. 2015).  487 

Future work is required to further examine the patterns that our study has 488 

revealed. For example, the differences found in this study are relatively small and 489 

their functional implications need to be tested directly. It is currently unclear what 490 
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aspect of colour vision (e.g., photon capture, wavelength discrimination, etc.) is 491 

important for driving the observed shift in absorbance. The independent evolutionary 492 

origin of many stickleback populations on Vancouver Island allows for replication of 493 

this study in the future to test whether the visual adaptation has evolved in parallel and 494 

thus may be adaptive (sensu Rennison et al. 2016). In future studies, the inclusion of 495 

‘black-water’ lakes, where the light gradient is reversed compared to the clear-water 496 

lakes like Gosling, could help to uniquely verify the effect of the light environment; 497 

we predict we will find reversed opsin gradients in these lakes.  498 

 499 

Plasticity in opsin expression 500 

Fish in the simulated medium depth and deep light environments exhibited 501 

weakly differentiated (but not statistically significant, p = 0.061) opsin expression. 502 

Oddly, this plastic change entailed different opsins (RH2 and LWS) than those 503 

underlying the natural gradient, SWS1. This disconnect is likely because our light 504 

filters did not achieve the intended goal of mimicking shallow and deep light 505 

environments. Rather, the light filters generated light conditions that most resembled 506 

medium-deep versus deep natural light environments. Accordingly, we had to adjust 507 

our predictions such that fish from both treatments would generally shift towards a 508 

better match to the mid and deeper end of the gradient. SWS1 largely mediates 509 

differences along the natural cline (with lower expression at greater depths); 510 

correspondingly, we see that individuals in both treatments reduced their SWS1 511 

expression. The differences between our two treatments in RH2 and LWS indicate that 512 

opsin expression may be ‘fine tuned’ to the local light environment, which may be a 513 

response to unanticipated effects of the filters.  514 
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Despite not capturing as large of a range of the light gradient as we 515 

anticipated, our experiment showed a strong plastic response of SWS1 expression in 516 

the predicted direction and evidence of fine-tuning of expression to relatively small 517 

differences in light environment. This result suggests that plasticity contributes 518 

strongly to variation in the stickleback sensory system across the small-scale natural 519 

light gradient described above. Furthermore, our study shows that experimentally 520 

manipulating light environments in the wild is possible. However, we advise future 521 

researchers to choose light filters after testing their effect in the intended environment, 522 

rather than on the basis of the light transmission of the filters alone. 523 

We also tried to examine the plasticity of opsin expression by comparing the 524 

predicted expression at individuals’ original capture depth (using the natural gradient) 525 

with the expression at the end of the experiment. We would expect that fish 526 

experiencing a larger change in light environment (the difference between depth of 527 

capture and the ‘depth’ of the light treatment) would exhibit larger changes in opsin 528 

expression. Again, we would expect this to be most pronounced for SWS1. This 529 

expectation was not supported by our analyses, as no substantial correlation was 530 

found. One plausible reason why this failed is that our proxy for opsin expression at 531 

the depth of capture when estimated from the linear model is too crude of a measure, 532 

and with the relatively low sample sizes we have we are unable to detect a signal, 533 

particularly if the effect size was small. Furthermore, most fish used in the experiment 534 

were caught in quite shallow water which, when combined with having only relatively 535 

deep light treatment environments, only gave us one part of the opsin change 536 

spectrum, namely from shallow to deep, which reduced the power of our approach. 537 

Future studies should increase sample sizes and ideally have light treatments spanning 538 

a larger part of the depth range, as males do nest deeper than our deepest male.  539 
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 540 

Sex differences 541 

 In stickleback, the male defends the nest and hence remains most consistently 542 

at a certain (nest) depth (personal observations, Snowberg & Bolnick (2012)). Female 543 

stickleback move around different depths which could affect the strength of selection 544 

for adjustment to the local light environment. The literature contains conflicting 545 

reports of sex-specific spectral sensitivity in stickleback. Cronly-Dillon & Sharma 546 

(1968) found that females were more sensitive to longer wavelengths compared to 547 

males in summer, but not different in winter. Boulcott & Braithwaite (2007), 548 

however, found that both sexes become more responsive to longer wavelengths during 549 

the breeding season. Although we cannot contrast different seasons, we did find a 550 

significant lower expression in males for one opsin (SWS1). This is predicted to lead 551 

to reduced absorbance, by males, of the short end of the wavelength spectrum. 552 

Although our result suggests a sex difference during the breeding season, the 553 

biological relevance and strength of the difference should be validated ideally by 554 

sampling both sexes across the same depth gradient at the same period of time or from 555 

schools consisting of both sexes just before the breeding season starts. 556 

 557 

Challenges of studying visual adaptation 558 

Understanding visual adaptation is challenging and requires important 559 

assumptions about how opsin gene expression translates into photon absorption, nerve 560 

activation, brain perception and behaviour (e.g., mate choice). However, there is good 561 

evidence that the visual system adjusts to the local light environment and that shifts in 562 

opsin usage are biologically relevant. In cichlids protein coding sequences vary with 563 

different light environments at different depths (Seehausen et al. 2008). In birds, the 564 
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distribution and relative abundance of photoreceptor pigments within the avian retinal 565 

mosaic are strongly correlated with habitat type, diet, and feeding behavior, strongly 566 

suggesting that changes in photoreceptors have significant functional effects (Hart, 567 

2001). In stickleback, optomotor response (Boughman 2001) and activation of 568 

ganglion retina cells (McDonald & Hawryshyn 1995) point towards consistent 569 

adaptation and/or plastic responses to the environment. In stickleback it has also been 570 

shown that there are consistent and strong associations between estimates of spectral 571 

sensitivity and light environment (Rennison et al., 2016). All of these findings suggest 572 

that changes in opsins are biologically relevant. However, it remains unclear what 573 

functional effect these changes have on visual perception. 574 

Translating opsin gene expression to visual sensitivity in a meaningful way is 575 

difficult. The current approaches, such as those used to calculate absorbance in this 576 

study, rely on strong assumptions that need much more empirical support. We hope 577 

that future empirical and theoretical studies will work towards refining the models 578 

that predict the visual capacities of organisms, to aid in linking molecular changes in 579 

the visual system to the ecological and evolutionary consequences. We also believe 580 

that controlled experiments under laboratory conditions will provide valuable insights 581 

and further our ability to distinguish the relative importance of genetic determination 582 

of opsin expression versus plastic response. We believe that a combination of 583 

correlational studies from the field (described here) and experiments in the field and 584 

(in the future) in the laboratory combined with neurological studies, will be important 585 

to formulate a predictive theory of visual ecology which allows for more powerful 586 

empirical testing. 587 

 588 

Conclusion 589 
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Our results indicate modest adjustments of the visual system of wild fish to 590 

environmental differences on a very small spatial scale, which is likely due to 591 

plasticity in opsin expression. Both the mechanisms and implications of this rapid 592 

adjustment remain uncertain. The most immediately obvious implication is that small-593 

scale light environment variation may promote phenotypic variance in the visual 594 

system within populations. This micro-geographic variation may be confused for non-595 

adaptive ‘noise’ in studies that focus on visual differences among geographically 596 

defined populations (including our own work (Rennison et al. 2016). In reality, such 597 

phenotypic noise may be a form of fine-tuned visual adaptation. The impact that these 598 

differences have on other processes such as foraging, predator evasion, and mate 599 

choice, remain to be evaluated. Is environmentally-induced variation in vision 600 

responsible for some of the dramatic variation in individual foraging behavior? Or, is 601 

the simultaneous change of male nuptial color signals and receiver vision responsible 602 

for some of the assortative mating observed within stickleback populations (Snowberg 603 

& Bolnick 2008; 2012; Ingram et al. 2015)? Our findings open a new window on the 604 

potential for heterogeneity in light environments to drive phenotypic variation with 605 

potentially wide-ranging consequences in behavior, ecology, and evolution. 606 
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 618 

Figure legends 619 

Figure 1. Relative expression of four opsin genes (SWS1, SWS2, RH2 and LWS) 620 

against the nesting depth of the collected males. The solid line is estimated using a 621 

linear model (see Methods for details). 622 

 623 

Figure 2. (A) The predicted mean normalised absorbance of individuals in the shallow 624 

(0.32 m: grey) and deep (2.47 m: black) end of the natural depth gradient. (B) The 625 

difference between the shallow and deep individuals on the gradient. Absorbance 626 

based on an equal A1/A2 chromophore ratio. 627 

 628 

Figure 3. Relative expression of each of the four cone opsins in the medium depth 629 

(grey) and deep (black) light treatment for both males and females. The mean for the 630 

males (m) and females (f) is given by a horizontal line and the grand mean of each 631 

treatment with 95% confidence intervals is depicted next to each treatment. 632 

 633 

Figure 4. (A) The mean normalised absorbance of individuals in the medium (grey) 634 

and deep (black) depth treatments (solid line). The shaded areas represent the standard 635 

error around the means. (B) The difference between the mean of the deep and medium 636 

depth treatments. 637 

 638 
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Figure 5. The difference in predicted opsin expression of males at the start of the 639 

experiment and the measured expression at the end (expression change) against the 640 

difference in depth at which the male was caught and the depth of the deep (black) 641 

and medium depth (grey) experimental light treatments (depth change). Negative 642 

values thus indicate a reduction of expression or depth between the location the males 643 

were caught and the experimental treatment.  644 

 645 

Table 1. A principle component analysis of the expression of four opsins. The first 646 

row provides the percentage of the variance explained for each principle component 647 

(PC) and the subsequent rows the loadings for each opsin. 648 

 PC 1 PC 2 PC 3 PC 4 

Variance explained (%) 86.0 13.9 < 0.001 < 0.001 

SWS1 0.1978 0.799  -0.269  0.500 

SWS2 0.002  -0.022 0.866  0.500 

RH2 -0.786  -0.217  -0.293  0.500 

LWS 0.586  -0.560  -0.304  0.500 

 649 

Table 2. Regression analysis of relationship between depth and the expression of each 650 

of the four opsin genes. *p < 0.05. 651 

 Estimate (SE) t1, 14 p Adjusted R2 

SWS1 -0.027 (0.012) -2.326 0.036* 0.227 

SWS2 -0.001 (< 0.001) -0.279 0.784 -0.066 

RH2 0.027 (0.028) 0.969 0.349 -0.004 

LWS < 0.001 (0.023) 0.017 0.987 -0.071 

 652 
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 653 

 654 

Table 3. Effects of light treatment, sex and their interaction on expression of the four 655 

opsins. In the case of a significant interaction no further model reduction was 656 

performed and hence no 𝜒2 and p value are available for the two fixed-effects. 657 

Estimates are relative to the deep treatment and to females for sex. *p < 0.05.  658 

opsin fixed effect estimate (SE) 𝜒1
2 p 

SWS1 treatment  < -0.001 (< 0.005) 0.010 0.919 

 sex -0.010 (0.005) 4.279 0.039 * 

 treatment * sex < -0.003 (< 0.010) 0.071 0.790 

SWS2 treatment  < 0.001 (< 0.001)   

 sex < 0.001 (< 0.001)   

 treatment * sex -0.002 (<0.001) 5.280 0.022* 

RH2 treatment  0.0488 (0.024) 3.991 0.046* 

 sex 0.026 (0.024) 1.152 0.282 

 treatment * sex 0.051 (0.024) 0.093 0.760 

LWS treatment  -0.047 (0.023) 4.074 0.044* 

 sex -0.017 (0.024) 0.525 0.469 

 treatment * sex 0.017 (0.048) 0.134 0.714 

 659 

 660 

Table 4. Correlation between change of depth (depth of capture – depth of light 661 

treatment) and change of opsin expression (predicted opsin expression at depth of 662 

capture – measured opsin expression after experiment) for male stickleback.  663 
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 Estimate (SE) t1, 26 p Adjusted R2 

SWS1 -0.001 (0.015) -0.078 0.939 -0.038 

SWS2 < 0.002 (< 

0.001) 

1.961 0.061 0.095 

RH2 -0.065 (0.058) -1.122 0.272 < 0.01 

LWS 0.065 (0.057) 1.141 0.264 0.011 

 664 

 665 

 666 
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